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Role: 
• Fred Kirschenmann
• Brian Baker
• Amanda Crump
• Tom Green
• Ali Loker

1. Working Group renewal funding proposal—Ali Loker
a. Overview of progress on 2017 objectives, proposed action steps.

i. Coordinate monthly Organic and IPM Working Group conference calls.
Maintain an updated website and listserv.

1. Working Group is on track to meet this objective.
ii. Host an in-person Working Group Meeting in conjunction with a major

conference. We will develop a formal agenda for the meeting and will
publish the meeting proceedings on the working group website.

1. Option to schedule in-person meeting at MOSES conference
and/or IPM Symposium. Ali to send out poll to gauge availability
and interest.

2. Option for “in-person”-like meeting using a service (e.g., Zoom),
but may be fatiguing.

iii. Interact with policy makers within federal agencies, such as USDA NOP,
NIFA, and NRCS, and EPA to provide direct feedback to better address
the needs of Organic and IPM communities.

1. Amanda reached out to Lindsay Haines in August re: updates to
595 Standard, no response.

2. Staff changes at these agencies and political climate has made
this objective challenging to pursue.

3. NIFA strategic plans listening sessions scheduled this fall (live,
written comments). Western IPM Center will participate in the
western regional session.

a. Opportunity for Working Group to provide written
comments by December 1. To discuss on November call.

iv. Publish a special edition of Biological Control. Working group members
will participate in editing, writing and reviewing the edition.

1. 2017 NE IPM Center communications grant funding was denied.
2. Time to regroup, Brian to reach out to Ed Lewis to see if the

special issue is still an option.
b. Discussion of proposed 2018 objectives.

i. Coordinate monthly Organic and IPM Working Group conference calls,
including bimonthly presentations. Maintain an updated website and
listserv.

ii. Host an in-person Working Group Meeting in conjunction with a major
conference.

1. International IPM Symposium is one option.
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2. National conference on soil health and human health is in the
planning stages, aiming for end of 2018. Fred will keep group
updated on progress.

iii. Conduct a survey, set of interviews and economic analysis of barriers to
adoption of bio-intensive IPM, transition to organic.

1. Build on Laura Lengnick, Dave Montgomery’s work, we have
working models, successful case studies, how to bring this
information to farmers who are transitioning? What is holding them
back from transitioning?

a. Consider age groups.
2. This is within the group’s skill set to do.

iv. Find and apply for funding for a special edition of Biological Control.
1. May be worth looking at NE IPM Center RFA to resubmit.
2. Western IPM Center has IPM Documents grant. PD needs to be

living in West (Brian lives in the West).
3. Contingent on the go-ahead from Ed Lewis.

v. Develop a fact sheet on regenerative, resilient agriculture in conjunction
with the IPM centers.

1. IPM Centers are trying to get Council for Ag Science and Tech
(CAST) to publish IPM paper.

2. IPM Centers are also trying to develop a paper to reframe IPM,
championing among ourselves to reframe IPM. There is an
opportunity for the Working Group to be part of that conversation.

a. IPM Centers meet in a few weeks, then in conjunction with
IPM Symposium. Amanda to send Ali the draft paper. Will
share with the group after further discussion on November
call.

c. Letters of support are requested—Ali to send out template.

2. Update on position paper progress (15 minutes).
a. Tom sent a condensed version of the position paper out to the draft group for

review and input. Amanda to add her suggestions to this version.
b. Tom sent Brian feedback on his economics paper. Ali to send out to larger group

after input and revision from drafting group.

3. Member updates (15 minutes)
a. Brian Baker: membership meeting IFOAM, getting ready for World Congress in

India (November). There will be a pre-conference on technology and innovation,
highlight collaborative work done in US to international audience. The North
America group published a draft strategic plan, looking for comments.

i. Brian is also continuing to upload minimum risk pesticide profiles to NYS
website before end of December.

b. Amanda Crump: Western IPM Center’s RFAs come out on 10/4, request to share
widely. Case study review of IPM and mosquitoes will also be published 10/4.

c. Fred Kirschenmann: has been seeing examples of bioregional economies, e.g.,
McKinney, TX—small group working with local farmers, chef sourcing all from
young farmers, emphasis on relational economic transactions.
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